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The Honorable Ed Jones 
House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jim Sasser 
United States Senate 

The Honorable Albert Gore, Jr. 
IJnited States Senate 

This report is in response to your request that we examine the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service’s hunting regulations and cooperative management 
program for the Mississippi Valley Population of Canada geese. 

The report discusses the program’s progress in accomplishing its 
objectives to enlarge the size and range of the Mississippi Valley 
Population of Canada geese in the Mississippi flyway and the extent of 
state and federal cooperation. The report makes two recommendations to 
the Fish and Wildlife Service to improve the program. 

As arranged with your offices, we are sending copies of this report to 
members of the Mississippi Flyway Council; the Secretary of the 
Interior; and the Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Copies will 
also be made avai.labZeAothers upon request. 



Millions of people enjoy watching, photographing, or hunting the 3 mil- 
lion geese that annually migrate across the United States. The Fish and 
Wildlife Service is responsible for protecting waterfowl and each year 
promulgates regulations limiting how many waterfowl hunters can 
shoot. Because a cooperative relationship exists between the Service and 
the states in managing waterfowl, the Service works with states’ flyway 
councils to establish hunting regulations. 

In 1979, the Service joined in a cooperative program with 10 of 14 states 
in the Mississippi Flyway Council to improve the distribution of the Mis- 
sissippi valley Population (MvP) of Canada geese, one of four popula- 
tions in the flyway. The overall program goal was to increase hunting 
opportunities throughout the flyway by increasing the MVP’s size to 
about 874,000 by 1983 with at least 200,000 of the geese migrating 
below the 36th parallel to the flyway’s southern states. 

Because of concerns that this goal had not been met, Senators Jim Sasser 
and Albert Gore, Jr., and Representative Ed Jones asked GAO to review 
the program’s progress and the level of cooperation between the states 
and the Service. 

The primary tool for increasing the size of the MVP is regulatory control 
of annual sport hunting. The program calls for harvests to be restricted 
to let the flock grow 15 percent each year and closed hunting south of 
the 36th parallel. The Service relies on the Council to agree on and pro- 
vide the Service with recommendations on hunting regulations. These 
recommendations have included such things as setting harvest objec- 
tives for specific hunting areas within major harvest states to limit the 
numbers of geese that can be shot. 

Once the Council decides on the amount of sport harvest to allow, the 
Service promulgates hunting regulations and relies on each state to 
apply the necessary harvest control methods, such as monitoring and 
season closure, to meet the agreed-upon harvest limits. Strategies for 
increasing MVP southern migration are more complex but are also linked 
to effective regulatory control of hunting. 

Results in Brief 
._ 

A cooperative approach to achieving the program’s population objective 
has not been successful. MVP Canada geese, rather than increasing, 
decreased 27 percent between 1979 and December 1984. This occurred 
because states did not implement effective control measures needed to 
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adhere to the harvest objectives. As a result, overharvests were sub- 
stantial. Given the cooperative nature of the program, the Service has 
been reluctant to take stronger regulatory action to assure that the 
states adhere to their objectives. 

Principal Findings 

Prograb Progress Since 1979 overall MVP harvest objectives were exceeded by 65 percent, 
or 296,000 geese, in Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, 
and Indiana. As a result, the MVP declined to 316,000 from 434,000. Sev- 
enty-four percent of the overharvests occurred in Wisconsin and Illinois, 
the two major harvest states. 

During this time the Service and the Council took steps to reduce 
overharvests, including shortening the hunting season from 70 to 20 
days and identifying in the regulations harvest objectives for specific 
hunting areas (tag or quota zones) within states where most hunting 
occurred. However, overharvests persisted, with the 1984 harvest objec- 
tives exceeded by 36,000 geese (106 percent) in Wisconsin, ~Michigan, 
Tennessee, and Kentucky. Illinois and Indiana, on the other hand, did 
not exceed their 1984 harvest objectives. 

In June 1986 the Service requested that the MVP states develop state 
harvest-control plans for meeting the Council’s recommended harvest 
objectives. The Service recommended that the plans incorporate such 
control measures as expanded tag or quota zones and limits on the num- 
bers of hunting permits. Although not every Service recommendation 
was adopted, the Service was satisfied with the control measures con- 
tained in the states’ plans. 

However, while agreeing with the Council’s state harveSt recommenda- 
tions, the Service did not specify them in its hunting regulations. Since 
regulations have proved successful in limiting MVP harvests in states’ 
quota and tag zones, GAO believes it would have been appropriate for the 
Service to specify each state’s total MVP harvest limit in the regulations 
to increase each state’s accountability for accomplishing program 
objectives. 
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Level of Cooperation Service and Council officials agree that the success of the Canada goose 
program in the Mississippi flyway depends on federal and state coopera- 
tion While the Service and Council states have cooperated with regard 
to feeding and refuge restrictions used in an attempt to increase 
southern migration, they have been less unified over harvest control. 
Individual states generally agree with the program’s objective to 
increase MVP Canada geese, but have not accepted the increasingly 
restrictive regulations that limit state harvests. In fact, several states 
have asked for larger harvest objectives. 

The Service plans, in light of state dissatisfaction with the program, to 
request the Council to reexamine its annual harvest objectives. Officials 
from seven of the states told GAO that they would be willing to do this if 
the planned annual goose population growth rate could be reduced 
below 16 percent. Such a compromise, if adopted, would give the states 
more time to reach the program’s overall population goal and allow 
them to increase annual harvest objectives, a major obstacle that has 
affected program cooperation. 

Recommendations GAO recommends that the Fish and Wildlife Service’s Director 

l tighten MVP hunting regulations to achieve harvest control. This should 
include specifying states’ MVP harvest objectives (see p. 40) and 

l work with the Council to reach agreement on a revised growth rate that 
will be directed at achieving overall population and southern migration 
goals. (See p. 61.) 

Agency Comments The Department of the Interior and eight states had mixed reactions to 
GAO'S recommendations, While some states agreed with the recommen- Ir 
dations, Interior said that tightening hunting regulations could harm 
cooperation between the Service and the states and that neither recom- 
mendation may solve all program problems. GAO believes that the syner- 
gistic effect of holding states accountable to specified harvest objectives 
while modifying the program’s growth rate will in fact increase coopera- 
tion among the states. 

Two southern states disagreed with GAO'S second recommendation, 
objecting to the potential impacts of increased harvests on MVP migra- 
tion to southern states and MVP harvest shares among the states. While 
GAO'S recommendation could result in increased annual harvest objec- 
tives, the actual number of geese harvested each ye&r should decrease. 
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Such a decrease would result from the Service adopting GAO's recom- 
mendation to tighten MVP hunting regulations and holding the states 
accountable for the specific imposed harvest objectives. 
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CJiapter 1 

Introduction 

Under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act bf 1918, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Department of the Interior, regulates migratory bird hunting, 
including millions of waterfowl. These migratory birds, such as ducks 
and geese, are widely distributed across the two American continents. 
The birds spend the spring and summer months in breeding grounds as 
far north as the Arctic and the fall and winter months in areas as far 
south as northern South America. 

cigurs 1 .l : Canada &me 

tjourc@: Rex Gary Schmidt, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 



Histob of MVP Canada 
Goos+# Population 

In 1979 the Service joined with the Mississippi Flyway Council’ to estab- 
lish a management program for the Mississippi Valley Population (MVP) 
of Canada geese2 in the Mississippi flyway (see fig. 1.1). A flyway is an 
administrative unit that generally encompasses the route that geese and 
other waterfowl species take during migration (see fig. 1.2). The pro- 
gram had two objectives: (1) to double by 1983 the number of MVP geese 
in the flyway-from 434,006 to 874,000~and (2) to encourage the 
movement of at least 200,000 geese into the southern states for hunting 
and recreation. To implement this program, the Service and the 
Council agreed to restrict hunting to allow an annual 15-percent 
increase in the population. When it became apparent that the population 
had declined to about 276,000 geese by 1983-due to a combination of 
overharvests and poor production- the Service and the Council revised 
the population objective to 600,000 geese, with 100,000 migrating to the 
southern states. The revised objectives are to be met by 1988. The Ser- 
vice now believes that the original high population goals were 
unrealistic. 

In 1939 Interior’s Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (the Service’s 
predecessor) counted 176,000 Canada geese in the Mississippi flyway. 
Although these geese were probably MVP, other populations (Eastern 
Prairie and Tennessee Valley) may have been intermingled The bulk of 
the population wintered in southern Illinois, southwestern Kentucky, 
and northwestern Tennessee. Although Canada geese are said to have 
been common before the 20th century in Arkansas, Louisiana, Missis- 
sippi, and lower Tennessee, by this time they were relatively scarce. 

During the early 1940’s, hunting reduced the population, and in 1944 
and 1946, the Secretary of the Interior closed the hunting season within 
a few days of opening in southern Illinois because of heavy harvest 
rates. In 1946, with the population down to 53,000, the Secretary closed 
the entire Mississippi flyway to Canada goose hunting in order to save 
them from possible extinction. 

lIn 1982 state wildlife management agencies organized into four administrative units known as 
flyway councils (Atlantic, Mississippi, Central, and Pacific) to foster close cooperation in managing 
migratory waterfowl. The Miselssippi Flyway Council comprises Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, 
Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee, and Wis- 
consin Alabama, Iowa, Minnesota, and Ohio are not part of the MVP program. 

2Canada geese are social birds with strong family ties and homing instincts, In North America, 12 
discrete populations of Canada geese (totaling 3 million) congregate on different breeding, migrating, 
and wintering grounds. Most populations are stable or growing, but their migratibn has changed in 
this century, so they are more scarce in southern states. 
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Figure 1.2: Admhlrtratlve Waterfowl Flywayr 

I--- -- 
2 

Source: U S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

I ,,,,* 
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After 1946 the Bureau and state wildlife agencies in Illinois and Wis- 
consin-the two states where most MVP geese concentrated-established 
more refuges and restricted hunting so that the population could 
increase. By 1963 the population tripled to 159,000. In 196’7 Wisconsin 
and Illinois adopted hunting control measures for areas near the ref- 
uges, further increasing the population to between 200,000 and 300,000 
in the 1960’s and 1960’s. Eventually, the increased population caused 
problems in the northern states-where they were damaging crops- 
and spurred efforts to spread the population further south-which 
would increase hunting opportunities. A major effort to move geese by 
hazing them out of the Horicon National Wildlife Refuge (Wisconsin) 
area was attempted in 1976. According to the Service, the effort failed 
to achieve any lasting change in distribution and probably increased 
hunting losses in Wisconsin. This situation led to the creation of the 
1979 program. 

I 

I 

Fede@l Regulations 
Limi( Canada Goose 
Hunting in the 

The Service has broad authority under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
1918, 16 U.S.C. Section 703 to 711,lwhich implements four international 
treaties to protect waterfowl. Section ‘704 authorizes and directs the Sec- 
retary of the Interior periodically, 

Flyway $1.. . having due regard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, abun- 
dance, economic value, breeding habits and times and lines of migratory flight of 
such birds, to determine when, to what extent, if at all, and by what means, it is 
compatible . . , to allow hunting, taking, [and] killing, . . . of any such bird, . . . and to 
adopt suitable regulations permitting + . . the same, in accordance with such determi- 
nations, which regulations shall become effective . . ..” 

Essentially, any hunting that is not provided for by federal regulation is 
unlawful. The Service’s annual hunting regulations are intended to limit 
the number of ducks and geese taken by hunters in order to assure the 
survival of waterfowl and the continued recreational, hunting, eco- 
nomic, and other benefits associated with them. 

The Service’s mission is to conserve, protect, and enhance fish and wild- 
life and their habitats, including its goal to perpetuate and improve 
waterfowl populations for the benefit of people. The Service’s hunting 
regulations can be guided by specific waterfowl management programs, 
as is the cake for MVP Canada geese in the Mississippi flyway. As part of 
its mission, the Service adopted objectives, including settihg population 
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objectives, to achieve management goals for certain waterfowl popula- 
tions; achieving beneficial waterfowl migration and distribution pat- 
terns and providing the opportunity to harvest waterfowl by devising 
hunting regulations consistent with population and harvest objectives. 

Although the Service has ultimate responsibility for protecting migra- 
tory birds, the states also play a major role in waterfowl management. 
State efforts help the Service carry out its mission, such as law enforce- 
ment, and cooperation allows the states to represent their interests in 
hunting migratory waterfowl. The Service considers the views and 
advice of the four flyway councils in determining the annual limits on 
waterfowl hunting, such as MVP geese in the Mississippi flyway. Each 
year, in developing the hunting regulations for MVP geese, the Missis- 
sippi Flyway Council and the Service review current data on the goose 
population and previous harvests. The flyway states participating in the 
program are to reach agreement on specific hunting regulations that will 
accomplish the program’s growth and distribution gipals for the coming 
season. Specifically, they will identify harvest objectives (the maximum 
numbers of MVP geese that all hunters can shoot) for the flyway as a 
whole as well as individual states. The Council then formally recom- 
mends these objectives and specific harvest-control measures to the Ser- 
vice for its consideration in developing proposed federal hunting 
regulations each year. 

In the absence of Council recommendations, the Service proposes regula- 
tions that, in its judgment, will fulfill the program’s goals. States 
respond to the Service’s proposed regulations, and the Service then 
issues final hunting regulations. These regulations generally identify a 
harvest objective for certain states or areas and other limits, such as 
season lengths, bag limits, and shooting hours. 

Although states have the flexibility to devise their own procedures for 
administering the hunting season, they are not allowed to implement 
hunting procedures or regulations more liberal than federal regulations, 
even if the federal regulations are based on a voluntary cooperative 
flyway council program affecting a nonthreatened waterfowl popula- 
tion Section 708 provides that states can make and enforce laws that 
are not inconsistent with federal law or that give further protection to 
migratory birds. The act gives the Service the authority to require states 
to devise effective procedures to ensure consistent compliance with the 
federal regulations. 
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Objectives, Scope, and In January 1985 Senators Jim Sasser and Albert Gore, Jr., and Repre- 

Methodology 
sentative Ed Jones of Tennessee requested that we review the MVP pro- 
gram. The requesters raised the concern that hunters in Tennessee and 
the other southern states (Arkansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Loui- 
siana) were being deprived of an equitable share of Canada geese rela- 
tive to northern states. They also said that the Service, by allowing large 
harvests of birds in the north, has altered the natural instinct of the 
geese to fly south. 

After a preliminary review of the program’s status and interviews with 
state and federal officials, we found that the “equitable harvests” issue 
between northern and southern states was subsumed by two conditions 
with broad impact on the program. These were the program’s S-year 
record of substantial overharvests and the associated 37-percent decline 
in the MVP Canada goose flock. These conditions were in direct conflict 
with the program‘s objectives and were at the root of much controversy 
between the state agencies and the Service. Furthermore, we found no 
immediate or obvious solution to (and many risks associated with) the 
issue of equitably dividing allowable MVP goose harvests between 
northern and southern states. Thus, in subsequent discussion with the 
requesters’ offices, the scope of our review was revised to examine the 
program’s progress and the level of cooperation between the Service and 
the Council in carrying out the program. 

To respond to the request, we examined the Service’s legislation, regula- 
tions, and various documents and statistics regarding federal migratory 
bird and Canada goose protection and management. We also reviewed 
the Service’s legal authority to take action to require states to limit har- 
vests of Canada geese. Our review was not intended to determine the 
number of Canada geese that the Service must protect for long-term sta- 
bility of this resource. 

Persons Interviewed In conducting our review, we interviewed 10 state administrators for the 
wildlife management agency, office, or department in the respective 
states. The administrators are the representatives to the Council’s spe- 
cial MVP committee. For some states, we also interviewed the wildlife 
biologist or waterfowl technician designated as the representative to the 
Council’s Technical Section. For each interview, we wanted to obtain 
views, opinions, and information on how the states cooperate with each 
other and the Service through the flyway council on Canada goose man- 
agement; to understand the states’ perspectives on the program and pro- 
cedures for complying with the harvest objectives and hunting 
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regulations; and to identify, if appropriate, actions the Service could 
take to improve the program. 

Because Wisconsin and Illinois have harvested about 70 percent of the 
flyway’s MVP Canada goose harvest since 1979, we analyzed their har- 
vest control procedures and results to determine how effectively their 
procedures have kept harvests within program and federal limits. 

We attended the Council’s March 1986 meeting in Washington, D.C., to 
observe its process for making program decisions. Information obtained 
from the participating states was supplemented by reviewing plans, cor- 
respondence, Council minutes and other Council documents, and docu- 
ments generated between the Council and the Service. 

At the Fish and Wildlife Service, we interviewed officials in the Office of 
Migratory Bird Management in Washington, D.C., and its Surveys 
branch at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center in Laurel, Maryland. 
This office coordinates and conducts waterfowl population and harvest 
surveys; develops annual hunting regulations; and provides overall 
guidance for national waterfowl management activities. It also main- 
tains liaison with the flyway councils by assigning a staff member as a 
flyway representative. We interviewed and obtained information from 
the Service’s Mississippi flyway representative, who has worked closely 
with the Council in developing the MVP program and providing advice on 
MVP management. 

We also interviewed the regional director and migratory bird coordi- 
nator in the Service’s Region 3 (Minneapolis, Minn.) and the migratory 
bird coordinator and waterfowl biologist in Region 4 (Atlanta, Ga.). 
These two regional offices share jurisdiction in the Mississippi flyway 
and participate in council MVP management meetings. * 

We interviewed the Service’s Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit Leader 
at the University of Wisconsin (Madison), who has conducted long-term 
research on MVP Canada geese and is a recognized expert on their 
biology, population, and migratory trends. His research is financially 
supported by the Council and the Service, who consider his findings and 
analysis in managing the program. 

For our review, we used the population and harvest estimates prepared 
by the Service and the Council. Service and Council representatives con- 
sider the population data sufficiently accurate for formulating harvest 
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objectives and making program decisions. On occasion, however, state 
representatives questioned the quality of the data for decisionmaking. 
Their concerns are presented in the report where appropriate. The agen- 
cies’ population estimates vary each year due in part to unpredictable 
weather. The primary population measure is based on a coordinated 
census in each state in December when state and federal biologists count 
the geese on the ground. Another measure is based on the rate of goose 
reproduction during the summer in Canada. Because the accuracy of the 
population estimates, particularly the December count, is uneven some 
years, the Service and the Council consider various factors in order to 
adjust the population estimate, rather than always relying on the mid- 
winter count’s raw data. We have noted in the report where we have 
used adjusted data. 

Each year, the Service develops harvest estimates by surveying a strati- 
fied random sample of hunters, who fill out a post-season questionnaire 
reporting how many waterfowl they shot (ducks, Canada geese, etc.) by 
state, county, and month. The questionnaire-based estimates are refined 
by cross-referencing goose tails sent by a sample of hunters from every 
state. The sample yields, on average, a sampling error at the state level 
of about + or - 15 percent (SS-percent confidence level) and + or - 6 
percent (S&percent confidence level) at the flyway level, The Service 
considers these accuracy levels to be sufficient for most management 
purposes related to a species harvested in large numbers over wide 
areas, such as the Canada goose in the Mississippi flyway. 

In reporting harvest data, we applied the Service’s Cooperative Wildlife 
Unit Leader’s harvest adjustments to the federal data we used. The Unit 
Leader’s data are generally accepted by the Council and the Service for 
refining the harvest data for each state. His research shows that the 
proportion of MVP geese in Wisconsin’s and Illinois’ total Canada goose 
harvests are about 91 and 87 percent, respectively, and other goose 
populations make up the remainder. Similarly, his research shows that 
the proportion of MVP geese in Kentucky’s, Tennessee’s, and Michigan’s 
total Canada goose harvest is 76, 65, and 34 percent, respectively. How- 
ever, due to significant changes since 1981 in hunting seasons in these 
three states to protect MVP geese, the Service’s flyway representative 
said that these relative shares may have changed but to what extent is 
not yet clear. 

In commenting on our draft report, Tennessee and Michigan objected to 
our reporting of their estimated MVP Canada goose harvests, indicating 
disagreement with the results based on the Cooperative Wildlife 
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Research Unit Leader’s research. We have added qualifications to tables 
2.1 and 2.2 where these estimates are found, (See pp. 24 and 26.) How- 
ever, these estimates are the best information now available, According 
to the Unit Leader, further research (goose leg banding, and band 
recovery and analysis) may alter these proportions somewhat, but he 
does not expect significant changes. Further, he said that it would be 
premature for the Service to make any hunting regulatory changes in 
response to a state’s disagreement with the MVP harvest estimates 
because no state has provided alternative data justifying such a change. 
Service officials said that more research by the Unit Leader will deter- 
mine what changes, if any, have occurred in Kentucky, Tennessee, and 
Michigan, We did not independently evaluate the validity of the popula- 
tion or harvest estimates. 

We made our review in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. Our work was performed between January and July 
1985, with some supplemental information collected and analyzed 
through September 1985. We requested and received official comments 
on the draft report from the Department of the Interior and the adminis- 
trative agencies in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, and Wisconsin. Their com- 
ments and our responses have been incorporated, where appropriate, in 
the report. We did not receive comments from Louitiiana and Mississippi. 
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